Implementation of ROS2 for Autonomous Racing on a 1:16 Model Car for the NXP-Cup

Problem description:
The company NXP offers an annual event for students to build an autonomous car, known as the NXP-Cup [1]. The Chair of Automatic Control will provide a platform car for students to participate in this competition based on the Robot Operating System (ROS) [2]. ROS is a prominent software architecture for mobile robotics and autonomous racing. Therefore, this project aims to establish a ROS software architecture on the NXP controller NavQPlus [3]. The car should be capable of accelerating to a desired velocity and steering according to ROS topics. A velocity sensor must be installed on the vehicle for a car speed measurement. Additionally, camera data should be accessible in ROS. Furthermore, there is the opportunity to participate in the next NXP-Cup in spring 2025. (Please indicate in your application whether you can take part in the NXP-Cup and attach your CV and grade report.)

Requirements:
- Interest or experience in working with hardware, e.g., sensors and motors
- Interest or experience in working in ROS2

Work schedule:
- Get familiar with ROS [4] [Week 1-2]
- Setup ROS on NavQPlus [Week 3]
- Write ROS-Node for hardware interaction (drive, steering, camera) [Week 4-6]
- Implement speed control for the car [Week 7-8]
- Report [Week 9]
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